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Abstract
Softwares required to run energetic  steer allotment for wireless 
sector-based multicast and relay tune documentation,  energetic  
steer allotment for wireless sector-based multicast and relay tune 
related work,  functional requirements for energetic  steer allotment 
sector based on multicast and broad cast tunes,  energetic  steer 
allotment for wireless sector-based multicast and relay tune ppt,  
energetic  steer allotment for wireless sector-based multicast and 
relay tune ppts,  future enhancement of energetic  steer allotment 
for wireless sector-based multicast and relay tune,  energetic  steer 
assignment in ns2 code,  free download full project for Energetic  
steer Allotment for wireless sector-based Multicast and Relay 
Tune,  future enhancement for  steer allotment in sector based 
technology,  energetic  steer allotment for wireless sector-based 
multicast and relay tune project description,   steer allocatioion 
in wireless sector based,  energetic  steer allotment for wireless 
sector-based multicast and relay tune source code,  final year 
project report on  steer allotment  for wireless sector-based 
multicast and relay tune tutorial.Multimedia Relay Multicast Tune 
(MRMT) to deliver multicasting content in the Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS). In MRMT, the common 
logical  steer is enabled to serve multiple MRMT calls at the same 
time. Use of the common logical  steer may cause interference to 
the dedicated logical  steers serving the traditional calls. To more 
efficiently utilize the radio resource to serve both traditional and 
MRMT calls, this paper proposes two  steer allotment algorithms: 
Reserved Resource for Multicasting (RRM) and Unreserved 
Resource for Multicasting (URM). We propose analytic models 
and conduct simulation experiments to investigate customer 
Satisfaction Indication (SI) for the two algorithms. 
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I. Introduction
In 3GPP working group proposed the Multimedia Relay Multicast 
Tune (MRMT) for multicasting multimedia content in the 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [8]. In 
UMTS, the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) 
is the air interface between the User Equipments (UEs) and the 
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). Two wireless 
transmission modes for MRMT are defined in WCDMA, which 
are Point-To-Point (PTP) and Point-To-Multipoint (PTM). In PTP 
and PTM modes, the dedicated logical steers and the common 
logical.
In this paper, we propose two Energetic steer Allotment schemes: 
DCA and Enhanced DCA (EDCA), for more flexible steer allotment 
in the MBS network. In DCA, the MBS network determines 
whether the MBS sector technology should be enabled or disabled 
when an MS joins/leaves the MBS tune. Scheme EDCA enhances 
DCA by also considering the behavior of the traditional call. We 
propose analytic models and conduct simulation experiments to 
investigate the performance of our proposed schemes. Our study 

provides guidance for MBS network operators when to use Basic, 
DCA, or EDCA. In the following sections, we describe DCA and 
EDCA. Then, we evaluate the performance of Basic, DCA, and 
EDCA via analytical models and simulation experiments. 

Fig. 1:

II. Existing System
The existing system is usually called a time-free asynchronous 
distributed system prone to process crashes.
In these systems, a system designer can only assume an upper 
bound on the number of processes that can crash and, consequently, 
design protocols relying on the assumption that at least processes 
are alive. 
The protocol has no means to know whether a given process is 
alive or not.

III. Proposed System
Our model provides upper-layer applications with process state 
information according to the current system synchrony (or 
QoS). 
The underlying system model is hybrid, comprised of a synchronous 
part and an asynchronous part. However, such a composition can 
vary over time in such a way that the system may become totally 
synchronous or totally asynchronous

IV. Modules
Identify the status of Node• 
Message Transmission• 
Change status• 
Update status• 

A. Identify the Status Node
In this Module we identify the Node is weather live or not. In this 
process we easily identify the status of the node and also easily 
identify the path failure. Random port, blurred protocol features, 
as well as HTTP tunnelling technology have become more and 
more popular in the new P2P applications. It makes current P2P 
traffic identification methods based on traffic features or deep 
packet inspection increasingly ineffective. To resolve this problem, 
a new P2P traffic identification model based on node’s status is 
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proposed in this paper. Through multi-level identification modules, 
the obtained node’s status is stored into a Hash table, and a trusted 
list is created by mapping and feedback to the end of identification. 
Moreover, the definition of the active factor, incremental factor 
and link cache can help to identify the P2P traffic generated by 
port hopping and protocol encryption quickly and effectively.

Fig. 2:

B. Message Transmission
In the module we just transfer the message to the destination 
or intermediate nodes. The intermediate node just forwards the 
message to destination the receiver receives the message and sends 
the Ack. Maximum transmission unit (MTU) of a communications 
protocol of a layer is the size (in bytes) of the largest protocol data 
unit that the layer can pass onwards. MTU parameters usually 
appear in association with a communications interface (NIC, serial 
port, etc.). Standards (Ethernet, for example) can fix the size of an 
MTU; or systems (such as point-to-point serial links) may decide 
MTU at connect time.
A larger MTU brings greater efficiency because each packet 
carries more user data while protocol overheads, such as headers 
or underlying per packet delays, remain fixed; the resulting higher 
efficiency means a slight improvement in bulk protocol throughput. 
A larger MTU also means processing of fewer packets for the same 
amount of data. In some systems, per-packet-processing can be a 
critical performance limitation.

Fig. 3:

C. Change Status
In this Module we identify the changed status of node. Status 
quo can also refer to a situation that stakeholders find mutually 

undesirable but the outcome of any changes to it may be overly 
risky; at the same time they recognize that eventual change will 
occur, and openness to the potential that a better alternative 
solution may emerge over time. For example, in the current state 
of affairs, straddles the line of a sovereign state in its own right 
and a non-sovereign area of China. Neither a full declaration of 
independence nor a forceful incorporation of the island into China 
is considered ideal by both parties at the current stage. Thus ‘pro 
status-quo’ in this case generally means ‘wait-and-see’.

D. Update Status
In this module we update the status of the node. Then only we 
can identify whether the node is live or not. The Update Status 
module checks with drupal.org once a day to see if there are new 
officially released versions of Drupel and any modules that you 
are running. It requires cron to do its thing, so make sure that you 
have cron correctly enabled or it won’t be able to know.

Fig. 4:

V. Steer Allotment Algorithms
When a cell i requires one or more free  steers, it sends a request 
message to every cell in its request set R i, also sets its pending 
flag to indicate the pending request.
After cell i has received a grant (G i) message from every cell j 
in R i, it performs the following:
Compute G= Ç {G j: j Î G i}
Select a set, G. of the  steers in G according to some policy.
Send information that (G.)  steer is busy to    every cell in I i.
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Clear the pending flag.
If F=j, then the search fails and acquire (F.) message is also 
null.
When cell i wants to free  steer c, it sends a release message to 
every cell in I i .
On receipt of a request (r) message, cell i places the request in a 
request list L i.
Cell may grant j .s request in Li if both of the following conditions 
are satisfied:
Either cell i has no interference with j or it has no pending request 
of higher priority.
F i is null, where F i is the set of all  steers x such that none of the 
cells in CRU i (x) has interference with cell j. When granting j .s 
request, cell I performs the following:
Send a grant (F i) message to cell j.
Remove j .s request from L i.
If j Î S i then add j to CRU i (x) for each x in F i.
When cell i receives a release (c) message from cell j, it removes 
j from CRU i (c).
When cell i receives an acquire (F×) message from cell j, it 
removes j from CRU i (x) for every x Î F i j -F×.
If cell i is unable to grant a request in Li within a pre specified 
amount of time, it rejects the request by sending a reject message 
to the requesting cell and removes the request from Li.
When cell i receives a reject message, it aborts its request by 
clearing the pending flag and sending a revoke message to every 
cell in Ii.
When cell i receives a revoke message from j, it performs the 
following:
If j .s request is still in Li, then send a reject message to j and 
remove the request from Li.
Else, remove j from CRUi (x) for every x in F i j .
If site i aborts a request, it cannot generate another request until 
after it has Received a response from every site in Ri.

A cellular network is a regular grid of hexagonal cells [11]. An 
n*m cellular network has n rows and m columns of cells. The cell 
at row i and column j are denoted as (i,j) .the distance between 
two cells c1(i1,j1) and c2(i2,j2) is calculated as Dist (c1, c2)= Ö{( 
i1-i2)2 + (i1-i2)( j1-j2) +(j1-j2) 2 } A number Dmin, the minimum 
reuse distance is specified. A  steer can be used simultaneously by 
a number of different cells only if the distance between each pair 
of cells using the  steer is greater than or equal to the minimum 
reuse distance. Thus, each cell c is associated with an interference 
neighborhood INc that is a set of cells whose distance to c is 
smaller than Dmin.
INc = (c.: dist(c, c.)<Dmin)
If a  steer is being used by cell c, then any cell in INc cannot 
use it.
Suppose that a UE can only carry a traditional call or an MRMT 
call at a time. A traditional call is served by the dedicated logical 
steer. An MRMT call is served by either the dedicated logical steer 
(i.e., PTP mode) or the common logical steer (i.e., PTM mode). As 
mentioned in [1, 3, 14], the dedicated logical  steer supports soft 
handoff, and the common logical  steer supports soft combining, 
where a handoff1 call can use different logical  steers to connect 
to more than one Node B at the same time in the overlapping area 
between adjacent cells. The details of soft handoff model will be 
elaborated. Assume that there are C logical steers in a cell. A Node 
B turns on at most one common logical steer to serve the MRMT 
calls. We assume that turning on one common logical steer causes 
damage to θ dedicated logical steers.

Fig. 5:

The θ value depends on several physical layer factors (e.g., path 
loss). The analysis of θ is out of the scope of this paper, and readers 
may refer to [5-6]. Suppose that the system is at one of the two 
states, ON and OFF. At the ON state, the common logical steer 
is turned on to serve more than one MRMT user simultaneously, 
and there are at most C∗ = C−θ−1 dedicated logical steers. At the 
OFF state, the common logical steer is turned off, and there are 
C dedicated logical steers. A FIFO handoff queue is executed in 
each cell to buffer handoff calls that cannot be served immediately 
due to the lack of steers in the new cell. The RRM and URM 
algorithms are exercised as follows:

A. Algorithm RRM 
The RRM reserves a common logical steer to serve the new w or 
handoff traditional call arrival, the system check whether there are 
free dedicated logical steers. If so, one dedicated logical steer is 
allocated to serve the request. Otherwise, the new traditional call 
request is blocked, and the handoff traditional call is buffered in 
the handoff queue. If the traditional handoff call moves out of the 
overlapping area before a dedicated logical steer is available, the 
call is forced to terminate. When a traditional call is completed, 
RRM releases one dedicated logical  steer. Then the system checks 
whether there are handoff traditional calls buffered in the handoff 
queue. If so, the released steer is assigned to a handoff call in 
the queue.

B. Algorithm URM 
The URM does not reserve any common logical steer to serve 
the MRMT calls in advance. For a new or handoff traditional 
call request, URM takes the same actions as that in RRM. For an 
MRMT call request, the system decides whether the dedicated 
logical steer or the common logical steer can be used to serve the 
MRMT call. If number of MRMT calls in the system is larger than 
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θ, then URM turns on the common logical steer for the incoming 
MRMT call. We consider the following two cases to handle a new 
or handoff MRMT call request.
Case URM1: The system is at the ON state. The request is served 
by the common logical  steer.
Case URM2: The system is at the OFF state. Let nt
be the number of traditional call users in the     system.
If C − nt ≤ θ, the common logical steer is not turned on. The system 
determines whether there are free dedicated logical steers. If so, 
one dedicated logical steer is allocated to serve the new or handoff 
MRMT call request. Otherwise, the new MRMT call request is 
blocked and the handoff MRMT call request is buffered in the 
handoff queue.
If C − nt > θ, URM checks the number of MRMT calls in the 
system. If the number of MRMT calls < θ, one dedicated logical 
steer is allocated to serve the new or hand off MRMT call request. 
Otherwise (i.e., the number of MRMT calls ≥ θ), the system turns 
on the common logical steer to serve the MRMT request, and 
URM switches the state from OFF to ON. The MRMT calls (that 
are currently served by the dedicated logical steers) are moved to 
the common logical steer. The new or handoffMRMT call is then 
served by the common logical steer. When a served MRMT call 
leaves the system at the OFF state, one dedicated logical steer 
is released. The URM checks whether there are handoff calls 
in the handoff queue. If so, the released steer is assigned to one 
buffered handoff call. On the other hand, if the system is at the 
ON state, URM checks whether the number of MRMT calls in 
the system is less than or equal to θ. If so, to save the bandwidth, 
it is preferred to use the dedicated logical steers (i.e., PTP mode) 
to serve the MRMT calls. The following instructions are executed: 
First, URM moves the MRMT calls (that are currently served by 
the common logical steer) to the dedicated logical steers. The 
common logical steer is turned off, and the state switches from 
ON to OFF. Next, URM checks whether there are handoff calls 
in the handoff queue. If so, the released steer is assigned to one 
buffered handoff call.

IV. Energetic Steer Allotment Schemes: DCA and         
EDCA

A. Steer Controller
The steer controller has been implemented as a set of java classes 
that run on a Linux machine. These software modules include a 
query engine, and a main driver that includes decision logic. 

Fig. 6:

Together, these modules can query the database in real time (if 
required), make a decision on which  steer to assign to a particular 
link, initiate a change  steer message to any node(s), and fire 
command line performance testing tools such as ping or iperf.
The query engine establishes a connection to the mysql database 
with a JDBC driver. The mysql database tables are indexed by 
epoch time to make executing queries within a specific time range 
very fast. 

B. Relaxed Mutual Exclusion
A system consists of a set of sites S= (S1, S2,..., Sn) where n is 
number of cells and a set of critical resources CR= (R1, R2,..., 
Rm) where m is number of steers .critical resource may be shared 
according to the following rules of relaxed mutual exclusion.
A given critical resource may be used simultaneously at different 
sites as long as no two of them are mutually interfering.
At any single site, two or more processes may not share a given 
critical resource.

Fig. 7:

Our data structure for relaxed mutual exclusion consists of two 
sets:
RI: site i must acquire permission from all the sites in Ri before 
acquiring the steer.
Ii: site i must inform all the sites in Ii when it releases the steer.

C. Resolving or Avoiding Deadlocks
A deadlock occurs when both the sites are waiting for grant 
message. The effective way to avoid deadlock is by the use of 
reject message. After a site receives a request, it either grants or 
rejects the request within a limited amount of time if the request 
is rejected then it generate a request for other steer.

Fig. 8: 
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D. Dealing with Multiple steers
In cellular system CR= (R1, R2... Rm) i.e. there a m number of 
steers available instead of one. Thus, we need to search a free 
steer from the m available steers when a call needs to acquire a 
steer. The techniques available for steer searching are Sequential 
search: When a cell wishes to acquire a steer, it selects a steer r e 
CR. Test whether r is a free steer using algorithm (r). 
If request for r fails, try other steer r× and repeat the process until 
a free steer is available.
Parallel search: When a cell wants to acquire one or more steer 
it executes algorithm(c) for all c Î CR (all available steers) 
simultaneously to determine whether it can acquire steer c.
Hybrid search: This is a combination of sequential and parallel 
search.

VII. Information Structure
For distributed steer allotment [10], the design of information 
structure is very important; it may significantly affect the system 
performance in terms of message complexity, steer acquisition 
delay, as well as bandwidth usage. The following are some 
information structures:

Fig. 9:

Centralized structure, Ii=RI ={c}, where c is responsible for all 
steer allotment. Site c is typically the mobile switching center.
Partially centralized structure [3][13]- let z be any arbitrary but 
fixed co- steer set of cells. For i Î Z Ii=Ri={i}.Z, Ii=Ri=INi Ç Z. 
This structure is unsymmetrical and favors the cell in Z.
Trivial structure .Ii = {i} and Ri = INi. This information structure 
is simple but inefficient. Since all interfering cells are in the 
information structure, message complexity, acquisition delay and 
deadlock probabilities are high.
Mercedes-logo structure-let c be the center cell the nearest co- steer 
cells can be located as follows: starting at c move a cells along 
any chain of hexagons turn counter clockwise 60 degrees, move b 
cell along the chain that lies on this new heading. The information 
structure is the chain of hexagons from c to he co- steers.
The ring structure of a cell c is the ring of cells, which are d/2 cell 
away from c. the size of information structure, is 6(d/2) equal to 
that of Mercedes-logo.
One measure of efficiency is the size of the information structure. 
A smaller information structure would reduce message complexity 
and deadlock probability. In the above structures centralized 
structure is the smallest and the trivial structure the largest. It is also 
required that request set have the same size The Mercedes-logo 
structure, ring structure and trivial structure have this property.

VIII. Conclusions
An efficient steer allotment algorithm is important for high 
utilization of a cellular communication network. This distributed 
energetic steer allotment algorithm is especially suited for 
supporting mobile computing. The algorithm is energetic and adapts 
to the call traffic. It also includes deadlock resolution, dealing with 
multiple steers, design of efficient information structure and the 
simplicity of algorithm makes it easy to implement on an actual 
network. When compared with other schemes it proves that it 
has improved the overall performance significantly. This paper 
proposed analytic and simulation models to study the impact of 
MRMT tune on the radio resource in the UMTS network. We 
considered two steer allotment algorithms, RRM and URM for the 
UMTS MRMT tune. In RRM, a common logical steer is reserved 
to serve the MRMT calls. On the other hand, URM decides whether 
the dedicated logical steer or the common logical steer can be 
used to serve MRMT calls. 
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